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i_- _ntxoduction. The study of the energy loss of high energy muons
through different materials, such as rock and sea-water can cast light
on characteristics of lepton interactions. There are less ambiguities
for the values of atomic number (Z) and mass number (A) in sea-water
than in rock. _on intensities should be measured not only as
fundamental data but also as back ground data for searching the fluxes
of neutrino. The average rang-energy relation in sea-water is derived.
The correction factors due to the range fluctuation is also computed.
By applying these results, the intensities deep under sea are converted
from a given much energy spectra 'at sea-level. The spectra of
conventional muons from _, K decays have secO enhancement. On the other
hand, the spectrum of prompt muons from charmed particles is almost
isotropic. The effect of prompt muons is examined.
2_ The energy loss of muon in sea--water. With respect to the Pacific
Ocean near Hawaii, the salinity is taken as 34.5%0 and the density as
1.0275. Referring to (I, 2) we obtain the fundamental constants for
this salinity as follows: <Z> = 7.471, <A> = 14.873, <Z/A> = 0.5525 and
<ZZ/A> = 3.779 which differ a little bit from Varilov et al (3). The
salinity and the inorganic composition of the sea-water over the
apparatus is desirable to be directly measured.
The rate of muon energ_ loss is given by (4)
-dE/dr = k(E) + b(E)E (1)
and b(E) = b_(E)r + b.(E)_ + BN(E) , (2)
which are the terms from pair production, bremsstrahlung and nuclear
interaction, respectively. In a good approximation, we have
BN(E) = 5.043 + 0.1165 InE(TeV) 10-7/gcm -2, (3)
which corresponds to _(hO) = 125_b (5). The b B term is corrected (6).
The energy dependence of b is shown in Fig. 1,-where those in standard
rock (S.R.) and water are compared.
3-_ .....Avexage range-energ_ zetation-and-co_rect_on--factozs-_ After
integrating eq. (i) numerically, we get the average range D(E)
corresponding to the muon energy E at sea-level. The E-D relation in
• sea-water is shown in Fig. 2, as well as in S.R. and water. One find
I_2% differences of D(E) in sea-water and in water near at E = 100 TeV.
The corresponding zenith angles at DUMAND to ranges are added in Fig. 2.
, The vertical depth of DUMAND is taken as 4.8x l0 s g/cm z which muons with
E = 3.1 TeV reach to.
The correction factor R is defined by R = Io(D)/I(D), where I and
Io are intensities with and without the range fluctuations,
respectively. The values of R depend on the exponent _ of the integral
energy spectrum at sea-level, i.e. I(>E)c<E -_ . Following to the
procedure in (4), the R values in sea-water are computed for _ = 2 and
3. The R values with any _ at a given depth D can be.interpolated or
extrapolated from the relation
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In R(_) = -kz_3/z + k2 , (4)
where k z and k z are constants determined from R(2) and R(3). Fig. 3
shows the dependence of R with D for _ : 3, 2.7, 2.5.
4_ Intensities deep under-sea. The muon energy spectrum at sea-level
can be converted by using the results obtained above. So the spectra
are assumed as follows. The conventional spectrum at vertical direction
is referred to Komori and _itsui (7). This spectrum has almost constant
_, i.e. 2.67, above E = i0 TeV. Since the conventional spectrum is
enhanced by sec0, the enhance factors are estimated from those given by
Maeda (8). These spectra are shown in Fig. 4 for both vertical and
horizontal directions. The latter fits well with MUTRON data up to
E = 25 TeV (9). The dashed curves in Fig. 4 shows prompt muon spectra
which have no dependence of 0 up to E = 1000 TeV (10). The maximum
contribution (MAX.PROMlrr) is estimated under the assumptions that the
diffractive characters of the produced charmed particles are extremely
stressed and the intrinsic charm distribution is very hard. The minimum
contribution (MIN.PRO_[PT) is taken out of charm production only in
non-diffractive processes. The maximum and minimum prompt spectra are
well described by
IP(>E) = 2.11Z10 -9 E(TeV)-I. 44 (cm z s ster) 1 (5)
IP(>E) = 7.36 X10 -lz E(TeV) -1.49 (cm z s ster) 1 (6)
respectively.
The intensity at a given vertical depth D can be obtained by the
following procedure. The corresponding energy E to D is given by the
average range energy relation. After _ around E is determined from
I(>E) in vertical direction, R with D and _ is got from eq. (5).
I(>E)/R is the vertical intensity at D. The resultant intensity is
shown in Fig. 5 as a solid curve. When the energy spectrum includes the
miximum prompt part, the intensities changes into a dashed curve. Old
measurements of OCU group (11) and Vavilov et al. (3) are also plotted.
The recent simulation (12) gives the almost same results with curves of
the figure.
The same procedure is applied to the intensity at a slant depth.
Here we consider a measurement at the vertical depth 4.8 X10 s g/om 2
(DUMAND). Since the conventional energy spectrum is enhanced in an
inclined direction with 0 as shown in Fig. 4, we have a different R as
well as I(>E) from vertical one, where E corresponds to the" slant depth
4.8X105 sec0 g/cm 2. The relative contribution of prompt muans, if any,
to total intensity becomes the less as 0 becomes the larger. The
intensities vs slant depths (or zenith angles at DUMAND) are presented
in Fig. 6. If the maximum prompt muons contribute, the intensity is
about twice of that without prompt muons at 0 = 70 °.
5_ .... Co_cl_s_o_s and discuss_ons_ The average range energy relation
and the correction factors due to the range fluctuation have been
computed in sea-water. From a given energy spectra at sea-level which
are conventional (_. k decays) and prompt (charmed particles decays),
the intensities in the vertical direction deep under sea have been
obtained (Fig. 5). The angular dependence of intensities at DUMAND has
been made clear (Fig. 6). It is concluded that measurements at larger
zenith angle than 70 ° can reveal the contribution of prompt muons. The
present calculations are useful for the measurement of much neutrino
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flux. Because this flux can be estimated from the deviation of the
observed flux from the intensity described here.
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Fig.3 Correction factors in sea-water for B, the Fig.4 Adopted integral energy spectra of muons at
exponent of the integral energy spectrum of muons, sea-level: -- conventional (_, k decays); ---
prompt (charmed particles decays).
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Fig.5 Intensity in the vertical direction at
vertical depth under sea: -- conventional only; Fig.6 Intensity in the inclined directions at
--- conventional plus maximum prompt; OOCU; vertical depth 4.8x10 5 g/cm2: --conventiona]
0- Vavilov etal. only; --- conventional plus maximum prompt.
